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Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 0: Warzones Paperback ...
**Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 1: Berzerker (Wolverine: Old Man Logan)**

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 10: End of the World**
Logan is an Old Man on a mission! Given a second chance, he's determined to put right what went wrong in the reality he knew: the night the villains joined forces and overcame the world's heroes, changing his life forever. Logan lost his friends, his purpose, and all that was left was the Wasteland.

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 3: The Last Ronin by Jeff**

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 8: To Kill For (Wolverine**
After the events of the Secret Wars (2010s, not 1980s), Old Man Logan is now in the mainstream Marvel universe. He is old (the young version of himself from the mainstream universe is dead). He has the memories of his past and is, of course, troubled by them, but he is also connecting with all of those people he cares about that are now alive.

**Amazon.com: Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 3: The Last**
The first story in this volume seems to indicate the same, as Logan travels to Romania to find Jubilee, who has been kidnapped by Dracula, and runs into the Howling Commandos for a two issue rampage which is good fun. I always love the supernatural side of the Marvel Universe, and seeing the Commandos again is great.
**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 4: Old Monsters**

**Old Man Logan**
Free Download Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 0: Warzones! PDF, Enter the Wastelands: a Battleworld realm where heroes have been wiped out and villains rule with an iron fist. In the midst of this dystopian chaos, one man may make a difference. A reluctant warrior who was once the greatest mutant of all. A man known as Old Man Logan.

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 0: Warzones!**
(Wolverine #2 Homage). These issues have not been professionally graded but below is an estimated grade of each issue IMO. Old Man Logan Comic Lot (Marvel) 9-31 (Volume 2) | eBay

**Old Man Logan Comic Lot (Marvel) 9-31 (Volume 2) | eBay**
You could remove Old Man Logan and replace him with 1980’s Chris Claremont X-Men Wolverine and the story would be the same. There's nothing that marks it as a uniquely OML story, or even a Jeff Lemire story. Wolvie's past is full of people out to get him. If it wasn't Lady Deathstrike

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 2: Bordertown by Jeff Lemire**
Browse the Marvel comic series Wolverine (2003 - 2009). Check out individual issues, and find out how to read them!

**Wolverine (2003 - 2009)**
Buy Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Volume 3: The Last Ronin by Lemire, Jeff Online with upto 30% discount from Atlantic. Shop from millions of books directly from Atlantic.

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Volume 3: The Last Ronin**

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan Vol. 6: Days of Anger**
Collects Old Man Logan #19-24. A failure from the past haunts Logan - and to correct his mistakes, he'll need magical assistance! But when he faces opposition, the man who was once Wolverine will turn to an unlikely - and potentially treacherous - ally!

Wolverine (birth name; James Howlett; alias; Logan and Weapon X) is a fictional character appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics, mostly in association with the X-Men. He is a mutant who possesses animal-keen senses, enhanced physical capabilities, a powerful regenerative ability known as a healing factor, and three retractable claws in each hand.

**Wolverine (character)**
Old Man Logan: Warzones is a sequel to Mark Millar and Steve McNiven’s fantastic original Wolverine story as well as a tie-in to Jonathan Hickman’s Secret Wars. Brian Michael Bendis writes this time around with artist Andrea Sorrentino and it’s an ok book, which actually puts it above the majority of the terrible Secret Wars comics!

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 0: Warzones!**
Old Man Logan - the man who once was Wolverine - must face off against a foe like no other...the
vicious ninjas of the Hand! Logan's past comes back to haunt him when a former love drags him into battle with the deadly ninja clan, who have bolstered their forces like never before.

**Wolverine: Old Man Logan, Vol. 7: Scarlet Samurai by Ed ...**

Jeff Lemire tries to have his cake and eat it too in his finale to Old Man Logan, so he both revisits many past moments from Wolverine's life and returns Old Man Logan to the Wastelands to bookend his story. The problem is one of agency. Through three long issues set in the past, Old Man Logan has none, so all we get is a long clips show.
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